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Greetings on this '''P.O.W. & M.I.A. Recognition Day''' ......
..... And Tomorrow is Officially the 'First Day of Autumn'
~~~In all the Spits & Drizzles & Squirts in the last couple days,
we got 6/10ths-Inch at Gooding St.
Early yesterday it really came down for a few minutes.
To Doggone Windy today.... Lots of Apples Hittn-the-Dirt ....
****As You All Know..... The No.1 Most Effective Mosquito-KillerProduct on Planet Earth is Chlorpyrifos.... But .....
I cannot see a way for you to do that Legally...??? Even the ''TrunkSprays'' are 28 Da.PHI with a 4 Da.REI
There is a ''Pyrenone Crop Spray'' ...Labeled for Mosquito in Apples
.... Zero [-0-] Da.PHI... 12 Hr.REI. Use 12 oz.-Acre. Deanna is trying to
source some..... No idea of what it costs.
****Once Again ....The Results are becoming apparent, that those
Guys that had the best Worm Control....SJS Control....Disease Control ....
are those same Guys that drive the slowest when spraying.
****Q & A .... Nope...The Marine-Bio-Stimulant we like to add into
the ''Blush 2X'' Tank is not VitaZyme.
The 2 SeaWeed Products we have for that, and really like are the
'Establish' and the 'KelPak'.
I do think there may be a small amount of a SeaWeed-Type ingredient in
VitaZyme...Not sure what. VitaZyme is a speacial creature all by itself.
There is no other.... Not even a ''Look-Alike'' that can compare in
performance.
But you are seriously running out of time for your Blush....You want
around 25 - 35 Days for that to get you the most Red-Return on your
Investment. Unless you doin some old-Strain-Fuji I'm thinkn your
window is about slammed.....???
****Next Week Wednesday .... Sept.26th .... is the M.B.G. Bus Tour
Gig ....
****Questions on Applying '''N''' to Orchards Post-Harvest....
I'm not a Fan, but I do like a Tickle....just a tickle.... which is all you need
for that next-years Fruit-Bud to appreciate it.
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I like that GreenFeed27....@ 3-4 Qts.
There's no way that Tickle does any Long-Term Delays in early
Winter-Tree-Shut-Down.
****Q & A -- I.D.... You really need to Identify the Nutrient in
Question.... Before you dump it in the Post-Harvest-Foliar TankMix. You need to know for really sure the Quality-of-Ingredients....
and try to recollect if it caused you any Tank-Mix-Grief 'InSeason'....
When in doubt, save it for a Weed-Control-Tank-Mix. You can get
away with a lot of Ugly in those Tank-Mixes, especially when using
the right '''Blendex''' type Adjuvants.
****I See the Gals Posted our Fall Hours on the W-Site very
recently ....
We really do have a pretty cool WebSite .... Reisters.Net
I look forward to that time when you all have a minute to catch
your breath and can maybe look at our Reisters.Net. Lots of stuff.
Just Point & Clic.
Have a Safe Weekend......r

We’re on the Web!
See us at:
www.reisters.net

